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Issues in African Studies - Symbolic Language and Communications in West African 
Visual and Performing Arts (AAS 206, 3 credits) 
Kwasi Ampene 
 
Survey of African American Cinema (AAS 232, 3 credits) 
Scott Poulson-Bryant 
This course examines the history and aesthetics of African American filmmaking from the silent era to the present. 
Films are analyzed within their socio-cultural contexts, with particular attention to how race and identity interact with 
class, gender, and sexuality. We consider the link between film and other forms of Black popular culture. 
 
Threads: What Does Clothing Have to Do with Race, Culture, Politics, and the 
Environment? (AAS 317, 3 credits) 
Megan Sweeney 
As our readings and discussions will highlight, clothing signals individuality and social legibility. It's a necessity and a 
privilege, protective and decorative, utilitarian and the stuff of consuming artistic passion. Clothes manage anxieties 
and create them, serve as armor and sometimes as sword. They reconcile and multiply our various selves. Clothing 
is a domain of the deadly serious and a domain of the lighthearted. So, put on your favorite outfit and get ready to 
think, read, write, and collaborate! 
 
Topics in Black World Studies - Hip Hop Africa  (AAS 358.007, 3 credits) 
Kwasi Ampene 
The seminar will offer students an ethnomusicological perspective on performing arts and power in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. We shall investigate musical performances as modes of resistance, a means for negotiating power, 
establishing social identity, providing agency and empowerment, and as a means for constructing gender spaces. 
 
Expressive Cultures of the Black Atlantic: Vision and Time (AAS 362, 3 credits) 
David Doris 
This is a reading-intensive course that spans a wide range of Black Atlantic cultures by focusing on the roles of visual 
arts and performance in the production of historical memory. In this course we will examine a diversity of Black 
Atlantic visual cultures, both in Africa and in the Diaspora, with a focus on how historical memory and the experience 
of the passage of time are articulated in objects and performances. What, for example, are the poetics of trying to 
reclaim historical “African” origins when such a reconstruction is by definition impossible? The idea of allegory will run 
strongly through the course: the mourning of lost “ancient” wholeness marked also by the enduring hope that 
fragments of the past can be reassembled to redeem the present. This is not to say that the people whose lives and 
works we will discuss here are abjectly “living in the past”—though this very misconception has been rehearsed often 
in museum exhibitions devoted to the objectifying study of “Other” cultures. We will concentrate on the ways in which 
the realities of a shifting present are addressed throughout the African Diaspora: in struggle, in celebration, and 
always in movement. Topics will include the construction of ritual altars in Haiti and Cuba; the carnival arts of Brazil, 
New Orleans and Trinidad; the sculpting of memory in recycled objects in the American South and in the sonic 
spaces of hip-hop; and other phenomena. 
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Germany and the Black Diaspora (AAS 395, 3 credits) 
Kira Thurman 
This course explores German-speaking Europe’s relationship to the black diaspora. How have Germans and people 
of African descent come into contact with each other throughout history? What have been some of the outcomes of 
this contact? This course gives us the opportunity to understand how Germans have contributed and responded to 
complex legacies of colonialism, slavery, and global migration. We will address what brought people from Africa, 
North America, and the Caribbean (not to mention other parts of Europe) to Germany, and how Germans understood 
the people they encountered. We will trace Germans’ interactions with people of African descent through vastly 
different regimes: Imperial Germany, the Weimar Republic, the Third Reich, Divided Germany during the Cold War, 
and “Multicultural” Germany today. We will consider the construction and re-configuration of Black communities while 
complicating notions of blackness and nationhood in a transnational context. Highlights of the semester include: 
visiting UMMA and attending a UMS concert. 
 
Black Queer Theory (AAS 482, 3 credits) 
Lydia Kelow-Bennett 
While Black Queer Studies is a relatively young field in academia, Black queer brilliance has a much longer history. In 
this course, we will examine key genealogies, debates, and questions emerging from the intersections of blackness, 
gender, sexuality and class in the U.S. and other sites in the African diaspora. 
 
Themes in American Culture - Cultural Studies: Theories, Methods, and Writing 
Practicum (AMCULT 204, 3 credits) 
Joo Lee 
This course introduces major thoughts and ideas that have created “cultural studies” and explore contemporary music 
videos as a site of examination. Cultural studies is a field that explores how cultural practices and production relate to 
the system of power such as race, ethnicity, gender, class, and nation. In this course, we will first learn major 
theoretical frames and methodologies in cultural studies from the Birmingham school of cultural studies to U.S. 
cultural studies and to transpacific cultural studies. We will then apply our learning to analyze contemporary music 
videos in relation to race, ethnicity, and nation. Based on those steps, we will produce writings about culture. 
 
From Harems to Terrorists: Representing the Middle East in Hollywood Cinema (AMCULT 
235, 4 credits) 
Umayyah Cable 
This course explores the ways in which Arabs and the Middle East have been represented in Hollywood Cinema. 
Through an examination of Hollywood films over the last century, such as "The Sheik" (1921), "The Ten 
Commandments" (1956), and "The Siege" (1998), a shift in stereotypes is traced from the rich Arab sheik with 
harems of women to the Arab terrorist. Through this process, the course examines the connection between 
representations and the historical-political moment in which they are created and disseminated, from European 
colonization of the Arab world to 9/11. How have international relations, political events, and foreign policy influenced 
representations in Hollywood filmmaking? How do representations in film and media become part of American 
culture? Through examining these questions, we will develop an analysis of the changing landscape of race, gender, 
and American identity in film. We will also examine the counter-current of filmmaking and other genres, such as 
independent low budget films and stand-up comedy. 
 
Arab America: Art, Cultural Politics, and Activism (AMCULT 248) 
Charlotte Karem Albrecht 
Graffiti art of the "Arab Spring," cartoons such as Naji Al-Ali's "Handala," and the 2015 graphic of the victims of the 
Chapel Hill shooting by Mohammad Alsalti — images such as these beg the question of the relationship between art, 
concepts of culture, and social change. These kinds of creative works engage in various affective and political 
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practices. They memorialize and commemorate the dead, they capture collective expressions of grief and anger, and 
they refuse state narratives that individualize oppression and injustice. This class will explore these themes by 
focusing on the links between artistic practice, the mobilization of “culture,” and activism in Arab North American 
communities. We will consider works of visual art, performance, comic art, film, spoken word poetry, and music, and 
we will also examine the use of creative work in the act of protest and direct action. This class approaches these 
topics using cultural studies, ethnic studies, and gender and sexuality studies approaches. 
 
Camels, Kabobs, and Kahlil Gibran: Arab American Cultural Studies (AMCULT 330.001, 4 
credits) 
Matthew Stiffler 
Camels, Kabobs, and Kahlil Gibran will investigate Arab American cultural identity through the objects, events, and 
institutions that have helped to create and maintain Arab American “culture” since the late 19th century. Some of the 
driving questions of the course will be: Is there a specific Arab American “Arabness”? Why is ethnic food an important 
area of analysis? How do Arab American artists and institutions define and produce Arabness? How and why does 
Arab American cultural identity change? 
 
The course will be divided into three parts. The first part, “Serving Arabness,” will present the role of ethnic food in the 
creation and maintenance of identity. The second part, “Exhibiting Arabness” investigates how museums and cultural 
institutions present culture to the public. We will end the course with “Performing Arabness,” focusing on public 
enactments of Arab American identity through food, religion, and artistic expression. 
 
Asians in American Film and Television (AMCULT 353, 3 credits) 
Emily Lawsin 
This course examines how film and television have reflected and shaped Asian culture and identity in American 
history. Through screening of feature films, documentaries, and television shows produced by Asian Americans and 
non-Asians, we study shifting representations of Asians across historical periods from the 19th century to the present. 

How have the movies and TV shaped American conceptions of Asians? How do images of Asians as “coolies,” 
“yellow peril,” “dragon ladies,” “gooks,” and “model minorities” circulate in American popular culture? Have Hollywood 
stars like Bruce Lee, Jackie Chan, Margaret Cho, and Aziz Ansari broken down stereotypes or created new ones? 
How have independent filmmakers generated new and more complicated conceptions of Asian American identity and 
culture? 
Rednecks, Queers, and Country Music (AMCULT 411/WGS 411, 3 credits) 
Nadine “Dean” Hubbs 
What does country music or the “redneck” have to do with the queer? What can the phrase “I’ll listen to anything but 
country” tell us about the connections among taste, identity, and social status? In the dominant U.S. middle-class 
culture, country music is linked to white, rural, working-class, heterosexual, southern, and Midwestern people and is 
invoked as a symbol of “redneck” bigotry. By contrast, queer identity is associated with multicultural, urban, coastal, 
and enlightened lifestyles. This seminar brings these clashing categories together to question popular images of each 
one. Is country and its constituency the face of American bigotry? Are queer and of color opposites to rural and 
working class? How did such notions originate? And are they useful, or counterproductive, for purposes of 
progressive social change? 
 
Capstone Seminar in American Culture:  Answering the Call of Critical Indigenous 
Studies  (AMCULT 498, 4 credits) 
Amy Stillman 
Both the study and presentation of knowledge about Indigenous peoples are undergoing dramatic transformation. As 
the ranks of Indigenous scholars grow, so does the scholarship of these scholars embody a radical shift in 
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perspective. As opposed to scholarship about Indigenous peoples, Indigenous scholars, writing about our own 
communities, hold ourselves accountable to our communities by producing scholarship with, by, and for our relations. 
How do we answer the call from Critical Indigenous Studies? This course is an exploration in recent scholarship, as 
well as deep and honest engagement with ways of responding. Anticipating that enrollment will include a mix of 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, we will discuss strategies of positionality and performativity, in order to 
grapple with the range of possibilities in answering this call. 

Readings will combine assigned articles and up to four monograph-length books. The specific books will be 
determined by consensus during the first week of the course. Possible readings include: Robin Kimmerer, Braiding 
Sweetgrass; LeAnne Simpson, As We Have Always Done; Laura Harjo, Spiral to the Stars; Karin Ingersoll, Waves of 
Knowing. Students are invited to nominate titles; any nominated title must be accompanied by a one-paragraph 
argument for the book's relevance. 

 
First Year Seminar in Anthropology: Making Ethnographic Film (ANTHRCUL 158.001, 3 
credits) 
Alaina Lemon 
Anthropology questions common sense and ideological blinders by exploring the myriad and diverse conditions in 
which people live. In order to spark shifts in habitual perspectives, how can we use image and sound? In this 
seminar, students will study techniques for shooting, recording and editing ethnographic documentaries about their 
own familiar worlds--and in sharing the work, see those worlds anew. We will review, criticize, and learn from both 
recent and classic films, and students will have the choice to work alone or in small groups on short documentary 
projects. 
 
Topics in Sociocultural and Linguistic Anthropology: Traveling Home (ANTHRCUL 
458.001, 3 credits) 
Ruth Behar 
In classical anthropology, the anthropologist typically traveled away from home to an exotic location, experiencing 
homesickness, and then returned home to write up an account of far-flung travels in distant parts of the world. But in 
contemporary anthropology, this proposition is often turned upside down. Many “native anthropologists” and 
“diasporic anthropologists” choose to go home in order to do their fieldwork. Rather than dividing the world into the 
exotic and the domestic, the far and the near, such anthropologists grapple with a whole new set of questions—What 
does it mean to be an insider? Can you study your home location effectively? Even as you seek out the experience of 
homecoming, can you truly ever go home? Is it possible to feel homesick even at home? What is home in an age 
where the soul is global? Can the search for home overcome the feeling of homelessness that obsesses modern 
thought? We will read widely across the genres of ethnography, autobiography, and fiction to understand the diverse 
meaning of homecoming in our time. Class discussions and a range of writing assignments will engage students to 
think about the complexities of identity, belonging, nostalgia, and loss when traveling home. 
 
Arab American Studies and the Humanities: Art and Music of the Islamic World (ARABAM 
311.002) 
Sascha Crasnow 
In Jack Shaheen’s book, Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies a People (originally published 2001), he 
painstakingly analyzes the history of Hollywood films’ depictions of Arabs and Muslims. He noted the persistent 
conflation of Muslims and Arabs (despite the fact that only about 20% of the world’s Muslims are Arab), and depiction 
of these individuals as lascivious sheikhs, terrorists, seductive belly dancing harem girls, and oppressed people in 
need of a savior. This course does not seek to find redemption in Hollywood (as Evelyn Alsultany has noted in the 
introduction to her book Arabs and Muslims in the Media: Race and Representation After 9/11 the representation 
problem in Hollywood has persisted since the publication of Shaheen’s book), but rather turns to the Islamic World 
itself to find alternative self-representation in its contemporary cinema. This course will look at contemporary films 
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from throughout the Islamic World including the Arab World, Iran, Turkey, and South and Southeast Asia, as well as 
those that address the Muslim experience in America. We will examine not only how these films challenge those 
conceptions of Muslims portrayed by Hollywood and mass media, but also how they respond to their particular 
socio-cultural contexts. We will also investigate how elements like cinematography, editing, and music work together 
to create and articulate meaning in these various films. No prior knowledge of the Islamic World or Film Studies 
required. 
 
North Korea: Real and Imagined (ASIAN 273.001, 4 credits) 
Se-Mi Oh 
This course is designed to explore the visual cultures of North Korea. Why do we concern ourselves with the visual 
aspects of North Korean Culture? While North Korea has notoriously gained a reputation as the most isolated country 
in the world, there are many images inundating the media and popular culture. Images are the most prominent ways 
through which we gain knowledge about North Korea, but they are not transparent mediums and are in need of 
interpretation. 

Throughout the semester, we will explore various ways through which North Korea uses visual mediums to showcase 
its state power and ideology, write history, and represent memory to the people of North Korea and to the world. We 
will also examine the perspectives of the defectors as well as the Western spectators and tourists. We will examine 
different mediums such as art, architecture, murals, posters, stamps, illustrations, animation, photography, film, 
opera, mass games, museum, cemetery, and processions/parades. Students are expected to develop a critical 
perspective on the current affairs of North Korea and the politics of representation and to think critically and creatively 
about how to engage with North Korea. 

Thai Buddhism and Film (ASIAN 327, 3 credits) 
Erick White 
This course will introduce students to many of the central beliefs, practices, actors, and institutions of Buddhism in 
Thailand through the medium of film. We will investigate the relationship between official and unofficial, elite and 
popular visions of Buddhism in both Thai society and Thai cinema. Different genres of film will be sampled (horror, 
drama, action, comedy, romance, teen, mystery, documentary, etc.) in order to gain an appreciation for the multiple 
aesthetic and representational choices at play in cinematic depictions of Thai Buddhism. In addition to examining 
recurring Buddhist themes and tropes on the silver screen, we will also explore how these films raise questions about 
sexuality, gender, class, ethnicity, tradition, modernity, and globalization in contemporary Thai society and culture. 

 
The Travels of the Monkey King in China and Abroad (ASIAN 362, 3 credits) 
David Rolston 
The Monkey King gets better and better known throughout the world as new versions of his story continue to appear. 
The full story of how he was born from a stone, rebelled against Heaven, helped the Tang Monk bring true Buddhist 
scriptures to China, becomes enlightened, and is proclaimed a buddha was first told in the famous 16th-century 
novel, The Journey to the West. In that novel, the first seven chapters are entirely given over to the story of his birth 
and the acquisition of miraculous powers and weapons. In the novel, even after he becomes the disciple of the Tang 
Monk he remains the center of attention. He went on to become a star of stage and screen. Although there has been 
a tendency, especially recently, to think of the story of the Monkey King as something that primarily appeals to 
children, the deeper meanings of his story have never been totally forgotten. In this class, besides studying The 
Journey to the West and its translation and interpretation over the years, we will look at both the antecedents and 
sequels of the novel, other stories of extraordinary monkeys in China and elsewhere, versions of the story for a 
variety of traditional Chinese performing arts, as well as representations of The Monkey King in modern media such 
as newspaper serials, animated films, and TV miniseries, including examples produced for non-Chinese audiences. 
We will try to better understand why the image of The Monkey King has been so influential in both China and abroad. 
Students will be graded on class participation, one short and one longer paper, and in-class enactments of episodes 
from the novel. 
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Chinese Film (ASIAN 369, 3 credits) 
Anne Rebull 
Chinese cinema in the 21st century has seen exponential growth and tremendous creative energy. It has developed 
many genres and the film market there is poised to become the largest in the world. Yet how to watch a Chinese film 
and appreciate its various levels of significance remains an interesting, also challenging, question for viewers outside 
China. In this course, we will view a select list of contemporary films and examine how best to make sense of them. 
We will discuss how a film (from comedy to drama to martial arts to arthouse cinema) is shaped by the genre it 
belongs to and why watching a film from a different cultural context is always a rewarding as well as demanding 
experience. This course will present an informative survey on Chinese cinema and introduce us to important issues in 
contemporary Chinese culture as well. 
 
K-Pop and Beyond: Popular Culture and Korean Society (ASIAN 377, 3 credits) 
Youngju Ryu 
What national, transnational, and technological formations have enabled the emergence of South Korean popular 
culture as a global phenomenon? The course approaches popular culture both as a prism through which to 
understand social values, historical perspectives, and politico-economic structures that have shaped contemporary 
Korea, and as the site of active negotiation in translation and transnationalization of social experience at individual, 
community, corporate, and state levels. The course design incorporates a wide range of classical and recent 
theorizations about popular culture with the aim of enabling students to critically analyze popular culture and social 
worlds in which they live. Emphasis will be placed on genres of film, popular music, and television, as well as specific 
forms of new media. 
 
The class will focus on close readings of various kinds of cultural texts: movies, literature, and visual media. Through 
such methods, students will acquire a better understanding of humanistic approaches: tone, perspective, and the role 
of aesthetic mediums in shaping perceptions of reality. In addition, students will be asked to consider the reception of 
popular culture in a multinational context. How are various cultural artifacts and texts interpreted differently across 
cultural, linguistic, and national lines? Students will also be exposed to new ways of writing, ways that challenge 
traditional essay formats, and consider their own positionality with respect to the objects of study. 
 

Topics in Asian Studies: Antiracism and Japanese Culture (ASIAN 480.002) 
Reginald Jackson 
This course trains students to think critically and comparatively about how concepts of race have been constructed 
and deployed in the context of Japanese culture, across different historical periods. Using an intersectional feminist 
framework, we will undertake a transdisciplinary analysis of the discontinuous yet entangled ideologies, affinities, and 
institutional structures that have configured our unjust past and present. Our driving question is this: How can we 
employ a Black feminist framework to analyze the historical forces contributing to the particular racial formations 
congealing within and around Japanese cultures since the late medieval period, and how might we build from this 
analysis to challenge white supremacist structures? In pursuing anti-racist study, we draw mainly from scholarship in 
diasporic ethnic studies, mixed-race studies, queer studies, indigenous studies, Asian American studies, Black 
feminist theory, and afro-pessimism—analytical lenses generally left untapped in Japanese studies. Examples 
include studies of Japanese Brazilian diaspora; Japanese zainichi Koreans’ language politics; mixed-race 
representations of Black/Japanese subjects; cold war Afro-Asian solidarity; and afro-pessimist investigations into how 
late-medieval western antiblackness nourished modern Japanese notions of racial superiority. 
 
The primary goals of this course are to establish a critical awareness of racialization and its multifaceted histories, 
and to develop students’ skills of critical thinking and analytical writing about Japanese culture in an antiracist mode. 
This involves investigating the roots and legacies of anti-Blackness toward the goal of imagining strategies for 
practicing anti-racism in our scholarship and non-academic lives. Topics to be explored include the premodern history 
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of Japanese slavery; shifting religious and legal definitions of property and personhood in a transnational frame; the 
development of racial capitalism; Jesuit missionary activities in Asia, as linked to the slave trade and conquest in the 
“New World”; racialized representations in literature, drama, visual art, and film; colonialism and modern 
contestations of sovereignty; legacies of minstrelsy (including blackface and yellowface); white supremacy and 
Japanese imperialism in Asia; the internment of Japanese Americans during WWII; pre-WWII interracial solidarity 
movements and cold war decolonial efforts; and contemporary artistic and political responses to right-wing 
extremism. 

By the end of the course students will be able to historicize various notions of race, delineate their premises and 
ideological aims, and conduct research on Japanese culture using intersectional methods. Over the term we will 
engage in close readings of primary texts and secondary criticism, which will be supplemented with examinations of 
art historical materials, archival photographs and film footage, and contemporary media. 
 

Topics in Asian/Pacific Islander American Studies: Asian American Cinema (ASIANPAM 
301.002, 3 credits) 
Melissa Phruksachart 
Despite their exclusion from the canon, Asians and Asian Americans were some of cinema's first subjects and some 
of its first creators. This course introduces students to the history of Asian American media-making in the United 
States from the early twentieth century into the present. Our goals are: 1) to apprehend the conditions faced by Asian 
American cultural producers; and 2) to gain a better understanding of how Asian American cultural producers actively 
resist, complicate, and transcend dominant representations. Screenings will range from pre-code Hollywood to studio 
musicals, community video, independent cinema, television, and the Internet. 
 
Asian/Pacific Islander American Studies and the Humanities: Race and Gender in Asian 
American History (ASIANPAM 311.002, 3 credits) 
Stephanie Fajardo 
This topics class allows students to learn about the culture, representation, and artistic expressions of Asian/Pacific 
Islander Americans by drawing on a comparative humanities perspective. While the focus of this class will vary from 
term to term, students will grapple with upper-level materials from a range of humanities fields including history, arts, 
performance studies, literature, and media studies. In some incarnations, this course might place Asian/Pacific 
Islander Americans in comparison to other ethnic/racial groups in the U.S. The end goal for any version of this class 
will be to have a better appreciation of Asian/Pacific Islander Americans lived experiences. Classes under this 
heading might include specific readings on religion, gender, sexuality, history, immigration, and nationalism. Students 
will exit this course with a better appreciation for the internal diversity and complexity of Asian/Pacific Islander 
American communities across the U.S. 
 
Asian/Pacific Islander American Women (ASIANPAM 363, 3 credits) 
Emily Lawsin 
This interdisciplinary course focuses on the experiences of Asian American and Pacific Islander American women in 
the United States, including, but not limited to Chinese, Japanese, Filipina, Korean, Native Hawaiian, South Asian, 
and Southeast Asian women. 
Texts and films include an introduction to materials by and about Asian/Pacific Islander American (APIA) women — 
from historical, anthropological, sociological, psychological, musical, and literary perspectives — thereby allowing 
students to compare and contrast the experiences of different ethnicities and generations. 

Discussions and assignments will examine the intersections of gender, race, ethnicity, class, sexuality, and nationality 
in APIA women's lives. Learning critical theories about feminism, womanism, immigration, domestic violence, and 
globalization will show how APIA women have become agents of social change, publicly and privately, at home and 
in their communities. 
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Europe and Its Others (COMPLIT 260, 3 credits) 
Frieda Ekotto 
In the last decade, filmmakers and writers have become increasingly interested in exploring the migrant experience in 
Europe. Crossing Borders aims to explore the cinematic and literary representation of the stories of migrants and to 
interpret their images and narratives. 
 
This course will explore how the figure of the alien or the foreigner is articulated in the European cinematic imaginary 
and literary texts at the present historical juncture. We will concentrate on several crucial issues: the transnational 
trafficking in humans, the dangerous conditions of clandestine sea crossings, the vulnerability of migrant women 
transported across borders for prostitution, the arrest of clandestine migrants by several European coastguards and 
their detention in overcrowded, under-equipped facilities, the establishing of deportation criteria, and the divergent 
responses of Europeans to the demands placed on their individual society by rapidly changing demographic realities. 
 

Introduction to Drama and Theatre (ENGLISH 245, 2-3 credits) 
EJ Westlake 
This course aims to introduce students to as many basic aspects of the theatre, practical and theoretical, as time 
allows. It also presents them with a number of key plays from various periods and examines them from the point of 
view of their dramatic qualities, their theatrical strengths, their social and political contexts, their performance history, 
and their relevance today. 

 
Art of the Film: Bollywood and Beyond (ENGLISH 411, 3 credits) 
Madhumita Lahiri 
This course provides an introduction to the discipline of film studies and to the field of Indian cinema. We will focus, in 
thematic terms, on the popular filmmaking industry known as Bollywood, with its distinctive conventions around 
length, stardom, narrative structure, and, of course, song and dance. We will also attend, in analytic terms, to some of 
the central questions in film studies, such as editing, sound, story, and space. We will study recent films like Gully 
Boy (2019), Baahubali (2016), and Court (2014) as well as older classics like Mother India (1957), Charulata (1964), 
Sholay (1975), and even Raja Harishschandra (1913). You’ll be required to write three short papers, and to create a 
final video essay. All materials for the course will be made available via Canvas. 
 
Humanities Seminar on Women and Gender: FFF: Film, Fiction and Female in Israel 
(FTVM 190.002, 3 credits) 
Ruth Tsoffar 
This first year seminar will introduce students to the incredibly rich, diverse and complex Israeli culture and its 
approach to women, gender and sexuality. We will trace the codes of masculinity, femininity, and queering in the 
dynamic climate of contemporary Israeli Jewish and Palestinian realities, engaging with a selection of films, long 
features and documentaries, short stories, novels and poetry. Discussions will not only provide the opportunity to 
address the intersections of religion, nationalism, ethnicity, race, or class, but will also help us develop critical tools to 
approach their historical development and potential for future change. 
 
Digital Media and Identity (FTVM 367, 3 credits) 
Sheila Murphy 
This course examines how identity (who we are) and identification (how we connect to representations) functions in 
relationship to media that depicts deeply technologized cultures and states of virtuality. In doing so we will consider 
how identity is mapped onto virtual spaces and enacted within digital media culture. We will pay particular attention to 
how gender, race, and class are configured in relation to digital identities and representations of identity in cinema. In 
this course students will study “traditional” media like film and video and also analyze how digital media like websites, 
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animations, and video games work. In Virtuality and Digital Identity we will analyze theories of digital media, virtuality 
and identity and then examine those theories in relation to a series of case studies organized around contemporary 
themes of identity, namely, the cyborg and the superhero. Throughout these studies we will develop a more thorough 
understanding of the twinned contemporary conditions of virtuality & digital identity. In other words, this is a course 
that looks at both contemporary narrative themes in media that depict so-called “special” and technological 
characters, as well as how and why audiences identify with such representations. 
 
New Media Theory (FTVM 376, 3 credits) 
Sheila Murphy 
All aspects of 21st century culture are influenced by or can be understood in relation to the now-ubiquitous 
components of “new media” like computers, networks, and “smart” technologies. In this course we will isolate, 
critique, and expand our understanding of specific aspects of contemporary digital culture, from high tech and 
corporate computing to D.I.Y. “home brewed” computing. We will also investigate how “digital culture” is part of other 
media forms like film and television in both their production and reception. By learning the philosophical and historical 
arguments that anticipate and participate in what is commonly called “new media” culture we will increase our 
understanding of time-based and moving image media (i.e., movies, television, video, art, music, etc.). As we 
proceed we will find that theories and representations of emergent technologies are often crucial to how those forms 
are created, used and received. As an upper level writing course, one goal of this course is to improve your academic 
composition skills along with your ability to navigate and comprehend complex texts (media, written). You should be 
prepared to put in the time and effort it takes to do this. In other words, writing counts here! Students with a 
background in film, television, and media, digital studies, or critical cultural theory are best positioned to succeed in 
this course. What does this mean? If you are not looking to fulfill a Film, Television, and Media or Digital Studies 
requirement or take your LSA ULWR course, you might be better served by one of the other digital studies courses 
offered by Film, Television, and Media, Communication Studies, American Cultures, English or other departments. 
 
National Screens: Global Media (FTVM 441, 3 credits) 
Swapnil Rai 
In recent years, the globalization of media has become a key issue of debate in many nations and cultures around 
the world. Yet, many discussions about globalization tend to obscure the often complex and contradictory 
relationships among global, national and local forces. In this course, we will critically examine the role that film, 
television, video games, and other media play in shaping our sense of global, national, and local cultures and 
identities. We will focus on the role of global media institutions in society and also examine how diverse audiences 
use global media to negotiate with issues of cultural identity in everyday life. The goal of this course is to introduce 
you to a broad range of issues that are stimulating research in the field of global media studies. 
 
Topics in Film Studies: Transnational Women's Cinema (FTVM 455, 3 credits) 
Swapnil Rai 
What does women’s cinema signify? Is it cinema created exclusively by women, for women? Or is it cinema that puts 
women at its center? Concurrently, do these narratives about women privilege one type of woman over another? 
More importantly, how do we understand and interrogate these questions within non-western and global contexts? 
This course will delve into the multiple subjectivities, socio-cultural geographies, media practices and political activism 
that is folded into the category called ‘women’s cinema’. Beginning with an exploration of the 1970s “cine-feminism” 
that focused on women’s filmmaking and political activism, we will expand our discussion to transnational contexts 
and explore how feminist politics advocated by female and male filmmakers influence an understanding of 
women-oriented issues, forms, and values in circulation. We will examine women’s films produced within national and 
transnational geo-cultural spaces posing questions about national versus exilic or postcolonial auteur subjectivities. In 
doing so we will analyze the films’ aesthetics, institutional context of production, global circulation and situate them 
within the larger theoretical framework of feminist film theory, female vs. male authorship, postcolonial studies and 
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transnational feminist scholarship. This course primarily focuses on Women’s cinema from the global south such as 
South Asia, North Africa, the Middle East and Latin America. 
 
Selected Topics in Ancient Egyptian History and Culture - Local Saint Cults in 
Cross-Cultural Perspective (MIDEAST 445.002, 3 credits) 
Janet Richards 
The phenomenon of local saints (or "heroes") has occurred worldwide for thousands of years, ranging from ancient 
Egyptian celebrities to Indian kings to Moroccan marabouts, Mayan folk saints, Greek heroes, African gods, Christian 
martyrs, and even football coaches in Ann Arbor, MI. These saints are place-bound memory touchstones and divine 
mediators for local populations; they, and their shrines, can also be mobilized as sources of legitimation for national 
leaders. And no matter where or when these cults exist, or to which religion they are connected, they can share 
common patterns of locality, architecture, iconography, ritual, performance, and perceived benefits to the living. In 
this course, we will discuss the world's earliest documented saint cults in the Egyptian Nile Valley beginning in 2200 
BC, and compare them to the practice and politics of such cults worldwide, over time, and across religions and 
"religious" traditions. Students will visit some local landmarks to consider how they might be similar to ancient 
Egyptian practice; and students will discuss the University of Michigan's excavations of the cult complex of the late 
3rd millennium BC Idi at Abydos in southern Egypt, exploring the ongoing archaeology of a local ancient Egyptian 
saint. 
 
Topics in Middle East Studies: Rap, Rhythm, and Jews: Jewish Poetry, Religion, and 
Popular Culture (MIDEAST 490.003, 3 credits) 
Elliot Ginsburg 
An exploration of the intersection of classical Hebrew Poetry, vernacular music, Jewish ritual expression, and 
contemporary popular culture. In this course, we will focus on three examples of cultural hybridity that help limn 
present-day Jewish identities: (1) the so-called piyyut movement in Israel where Middle-Eastern music and mystical 
expression—often marginalized and repressed in the early years of the state—have revived and combined with forms 
as disparate as rock, Indian ragas and jazz; (2) the revival and of Eastern European-rooted forms such as Klezmer 
and mystical Hasidic chant, and their recasting in the North American, Central European and Israeli spheres; (3) and 
the globalized hybrid forms of expressive culture in North America that we might call “Newish Jewish,” which employs 
registers ranging from Leonard Cohen to Joey Weisenberg, from Steve Reich to Pharaoh's Daughter. 
 
Topics in World Dance (RCHUMS 235, 3 credits) 
Beth Genne 
People around the world express their deepest cultural and spiritual values through dance. Dance marks key rites of 
passage in the human life cycle – birth, puberty, marriage and even death. Dance can be a political statement. It can 
affirm group solidarity. It can be a martial art or encourage meditation. This course explores theatrical, religious and 
social dance in a variety of cultures including groups in Africa, The Middle East, India, Indonesia, Japan, China, 
Korea, Brazil, Argentina, Australia and the Caribbean and Pacific Islands. What role does dance play within the 
culture that produces it? How are social, political and spiritual values reflected in dance structure and movement? 
How are cultural attitudes towards class and gender revealed in dance? How do performance styles and 
choreography differ across cultures? You do not need any experience or background in dance to do well in this 
course. All students from any school or major are welcome. 
 
Special Topics in the Humanities: Engaging Performance (RCHUMS 334, 3 credits) 
Naomi Andre 
This course connects undergraduate students directly to world-class artists who perform music, theater, and dance 
through the University Musical Society (UMS), the arts presenter at U-M. Students will have virtual meetings with 
performers in the Digital Artists Residency program, talk with arts administrators, and explore how the performing arts 
have historically been and continue to be an integral part of our lives and those of the world at large. The course will 
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focus on case studies drawn from specific performances as well as sometimes focusing on a single artist. The class 
will be held remotely with synchronous online regular classroom sessions that will involve interactive classroom 
activities, lectures (including some by guests and visiting artists), discussion of weekly readings, response papers 
about the case studies and readings, in-class student presentations, and more. The case studies will be drawn from a 
variety of artistic styles and media over time and geographical locations. The performing arts will be represented 
through dance, theater, and music. Traditional and avant garde styles will be explored as well as the arts in Western 
and non-Western contexts. Engaging Performance is made possible through a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation and a partnership between the University of Michigan and the University Musical Society (UMS). 
 
Theatre and Incarceration (RCHUMS 335, 3 credits) 
Ashley Lucas 
Artistic practice in prisons has occurred since the inception of prisons themselves, though popular thought tends not 
to connect the idea of the arts with that of criminal justice systems. This course surveys the history of performance in 
prisons through the examination of plays written by and about prisoners as well as narratives which chronicle the 
process of creating theatre in prisons. The course also interrogates various strategies for creating performances in 
prisons, questioning the utility and goals of each process of creation and seeking to identify those which are most 
sustainable and which best serve participants in the process. Students will use some of these strategies in practice 
as they facilitate their workshops in prisons and juvenile detention centers. 
 
Afro-Cuban Drumming and Styles (RCMUSIC 258, 4 credits) 
Michael Gould 
Come and experience hands-on the drumming of Cuba. The class will learn the basics of conga playing, clave and 
other percussion instruments associated with Afro-Cuban music. The class will learn and play a variety of styles of 
Cuban music that will culminate in a small concert at the Residential College. Each student is expected to practice 
daily using a practice conga supplied by the instructor. Lab Fee $50. 
 
Chinese Music Ensemble (RCMUSIC 321, 2 credits) 
Xiaodong Hottman 
The RC Chinese Music ensemble course explores all opportunities to introduce music performance experiences, 
enhance music appreciation, and encourage cultural exchange in an open manner among the students and the 
extended community. A great variety of instruments are offered in the course, such as Erhu, Pipa, Guzheng, Dizi, 
Xiao, and so on. Students will be able to play one instrument, as well as at least six musical pieces throughout the 
semester. Moreover, through musical practice and extensive team collaboration in the ensemble form, students are 
also expected to form an understanding of the cultural content behind each piece. In the meanwhile, the course also 
encourages and rewards students for attending guest lectures, concerts, and seminars offered by other campus 
Chinese units, like the Confucius Institute, as an introduction to other diverse topics of their own interests. 
 
Advanced Topics in Gender, Culture, and Representation: Screendance (WGS 
434/DANCE 542, 3 credits) 
Charli Brissey 
Collaborations in Media introduces the hybrid fusion (also called Videodance or Dance for the Camera) of movement, 
camera work and editing on Final Cut Pro. A highly interdisciplinary course that attracts students from Dance, 
Performing Arts Technology, Art and Design, and Screen Arts and Culture, it challenges students from diverse 
disciplines to compose short works for the screen in a series of 5-6 assignments. The course hosts an Annual UM 
Dance on Camera Festival of works curated from that year's New York Dance on Camera Festival at Lincoln Center. 
Note: This course examines the creative potential of integrating choreography and technology through projects in 
experimental video, social media and the internet, interactive performance, improvisation, and sound design. 
Supplemental screenings and readings will provide historical and theoretical context to inspire new possibilities for 
pursuing mediated choreographic practices. We will broadly consider the term "choreography" to research the ways 
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in which bodies and information move through time and space via a multitude of technological infrastructures. We will 
discuss what becomes identified as "technology" and the social, political, and ecological consequences of engaging 
with these systems. Critical attention will be given to the relationship between technology and visibility, specifically in 
regard to race, gender, sexuality, class, and ability. Through what labor do technological systems come into the world 
and who benefits from their being here? Each student will write a treatment for a final project of their own design 
which can take shape in a variety of forms: video, essay, live performance, etc. As a class, we will organize a public 
event to share final projects with the community. 

 
Graduate Level (500 and above) 
 

Topics in American Studies: Practicing Ethnography and Producing the Genre (AMCULT 
601.001, 3 credits) 
Nancy Khalil 
What is ethnography and who can do it? Can ethnography have different types? Is ethnography fluid or are the sites 
it takes place in varying? Perhaps, both? How do ethnographers gain insights into different societies, cultures, and 
places? This course introduces students to a range of qualitative research methods important to producing 
ethnography. They include participant observation, structured and unstructured interviewing, the use of visual tools, 
and research with virtual communities on the Internet. The course also raises some other major issues that 
ethnographers face when conducting fieldwork such as ethics, reflexivity, representation, and translation. How will 
you use human subjects for research? How will you represent “others” for audiences back “home”? Who is labeled as 
an “other” and how is “home” identified? 
 
We will also discuss the art of writing fieldnotes and converting field data into ethnographic writing. Assignments will 
include applying field methods and conducting first-hand ethnographic research through a series of projects. Students 
will also exchange feedback on assignments. The course is intended primarily for ethnographers outside of 
anthropology who plan to use ethnography in their graduate research, but it is open to all interested in exploring the 
boundaries of ethnographic research methods. This is a rigorous interactive course. Attendance is mandatory and 
active participation in class discussion is necessary for the success of the course. Students are expected to come 
prepared and ready to participate in vibrant discussions with the instructor and their peers. 
 

Topics in American Studies: Queer/Cuir Americas (AMCULT 601.002, 3 credits) 
Larry La Fountain-Stokes 
How do Latin American, Caribbean, and Latinx queer and cuir knowledge production, identities, practices, and 
activism work? How do they challenge, destabilize, compete with, or clash with hegemonic formulations from the 
global North? This course will focus on queer/Cuir theory and cultural production from the Americas in a hemispheric 
context, including literary works (Manuel Puig, Rita Indiana), films (Mala Mala), and essays by Gloria E. Anzaldúa, 
Giuseppe Campuzano, Héctor Domínguez Ruvalcaba (Translating the Queer), Licia Fiol-Matta, Rosamond S. King 
(Island Bodies), Ana-Maurine Lara (Streetwalking), Denilson Lopes, José Esteban Muñoz (The Sense of Brown), 
Néstor Perlongher (Plebeian Prose), Juana María Rodríguez (Sexual Futures), Sandra K. Soto, Roberto Strongman 
(Queering Black Atlantic Religions), María Amelia Viteri, and Marlene Wayar. General discussions will be framed in 
the context of U.S. Latina/o/x, Latin American, and women-of-color feminism, transgender studies, the queer and 
trans of color critique, LGBTQ activist struggles, and decolonial theory, centering race, ethnicity, class, gender 
identity, sexuality, geographic location, and language. 

 

Blurred Genres: Autobiography, Fiction & Ethnography (ANTHRCUL 553, 3 credits) 
Ruth Behar 
Where does the story of the observer end and the story of the observed begin? Autobiography, ethnography, and 
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fiction share a concern with constructing meaningful representations of the self and of the other in narrative form. This 
course will focus on the history, politics, and possibilities of interconnecting autobiography, ethnography, and fiction. 
We will read widely in a variety of ethnographic, fictional, and autobiographic genres, including literary journalism, 
autobiographic ethnography, feminist ethnography, fieldwork accounts, the memoir, autobiographical criticism, family 
stories, and fiction that uses first-person voices. Our theoretical aim will be to gain an understanding of our current 
historical moment as one in which writers both inside and outside of the academy are pursuing intersecting 
trajectories in their use of the personal voice to explore the social world. We will consider the recent “memoir boom” 
and its impact on the academy as well as the academy’s impact on its flourishing. We will also consider gender 
differences in the use of the personal voice, exploring the fine line that distinguishes “reflexive” (often coded as 
“male”) and “confessional” (often coded as “female”) writing within anthropology. And we will ask what anthropology, 
as a personal act of witnessing scripted in diverse genres, can teach us about identity and the need to belong. To 
underscore the importance of “positionality” in the construction of blurred genres, the course begins with a focus on 
insider/outsider dilemmas in “native” anthropology and then moves into a broader examination of the theme of 
belonging in texts of autobiography, ethnography, and fiction that give attention to issues of voice, identity, memory, 
the meaning of home, and diaspora and displacement. 
 
Students will be encouraged and mentored as they explore critical and creative approaches to the relationship 
between autobiography, ethnography, and fiction in their own writing. 

 

Language as Social Action (ANTHRCUL 577, 3 credits) 
Bruce Mannheim 
The purpose of this course is to develop a framework for viewing language as a social, cultural, and political matrix, 
and as incorporating forms of practice through which social relations, cultural forms, ideology, and consciousness are 
constituted. Through this perspective, analysis of linguistic practice can offer tools for ethnographic and textual 
research as well as for research on language itself. Topics covered include: models of language as action; the 
interactional construction of social actors and reference; meaning and intentionality; the role of language in a political 
economy, and vice versa (the political economy of linguistic forms); the relation of language to social formations and 
institutions; metalanguage and ideology; the emergence of meanings in interaction; the organization of conversation 
and other linguistic activities; the linguistic dimension of social and cultural stereotypes; performance and poetics. 
This year we will give particular attention to the following themes: analytical scales and metrics; the analysis of social 
events, and their relationship to social formations and linguistic practice. Methodological tools such as narrative and 
textual analysis, and conversation analysis, as well as the siting of research, will also be emphasized. 

 

Performance and Performativity (ANTHRCUL 654, 3 credits) 
Alaina Lemon 
How are so-called "ordinary" social actions bounded off from the "oratorical," the "theatrical," or the "make believe"? 
Are they always? Who decides? Such distinctions matter: performances and their frames generate authorities and 
identities even as their trigger their transgressions. Performances channel social conflicts and contacts: they shape 
everyday affects and alliances by staging desires and their obstacles. In material terms, organizations of 
performances racialize people, make genders, reify nations, establish class expectations --and then sometimes 
subvert or trouble these phenomena. How do these processes unfold? We will track such questions through 
anthropological and related scholarship that has focussed on performance, from theater dramas and musical 
collaborations, wedding toasts and stand-up comedy, courtroom presentations and newsroom debates, to kitchen 
table conflicts and corridor talk. 
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Topics in Drama - Plays, Playwrights and Playwriting: Staging America Now, 2021 
(ENGLISH 632, 3 credits) 
Enoch Brater 
This graduate seminar will examine the several ways in which contemporary American dramatists participate in the 
lively debate any healthy democracy needs to have about itself. The focus of our discussion is based on recent work 
by playwrights Lynn Nottage (Sweat), Samuel J. Hunter (Pocatello), Annie Baker (The Flick), Dominique Morisseau 
(The Detroit Plays, especially Skeleton Crew), Ayad Akhtar (Disgraced), Brandon Jacobs-Jenkins (An Octoroon), Abe 
Koogler (Fulfillment Center), Suzan-Lori Parks (The America Play, Father Comes Home from the Wars), Stephen 
Adly Guirgis (Jesus Hopped the A Train, The Motherfucker with the Hat, “Halfway Bitches Go Straight to Heaven”), 
Antoinette Nwandu (Pass Over), Lucy Thurber (Transfers), and Jennifer Kidwell, Lightning Rod Special, Scott 
Sheppard (Underground Railroad Game), among others (recent additions: Jackie Sibblies Drury (Fairview); Jeremy 
O. Harris. “Slave Play”); Michael R. Jackson, “A Strange Loop,” and Marcus Gardley (The House That Will Not 
Stand). Commenting on and responding to volatile political, social, and economic issues, including those informing 
matters of race, class, privilege, access, sexual orientation, precarity, ageism and gender, such enterprising theatrical 
practitioners test the limits and possibilities of the stage as cultural artifact, icon and instrument, all the while 
destabilizing inherited forms of performance, provenance and representation. To what extent do their plays respect, 
challenge or extend the boundaries of theatrical realism to accommodate itself to changing values and definitions of 
representation on the American stage—and beyond? Can we characterize their work, collectively, as a “replay” of the 
neo-realism found in other genre and in other artistic forms? In considering these questions, we will also study the 
ways in which contemporary American playwrights are in continuing dialogue with their past: landmark figures 
(Clifford Odets, Arthur Miller, Tony Kushner, James Baldwin, August Wilson, et al.) who haunt their imaginations as 
they seek to locate and certify their own voices, liberating them from formal and narrative contingencies threatening 
to undermine and restrict the range of their own ambition. 
 
Special Seminar: Sociology of the Body (SOC 595/WGS 698, 3 credits) 
Paige Sweet 
It is the aim of this course to show you how theorizing the body can help you theorize the social world. Bodies are 
flashpoints for multiple sociological tensions, such as the relationship between the material and the symbolic, desire 
and discipline, knowledge and experience, the “natural” and the social, regulation and resistance. Attention to the 
body and embodiment can help us understand complex intersections of gender, sexuality, race, class, and ability – 
how those intersections are performed, exploited, commercialized, and represented – how such axes of power are 
made durable and how they might transform. This course will explore theories of the body from social theorists such 
as Marx, Foucault, Butler, Haraway, and Fanon. We will also read contemporary sociological literature related to the 
body, such as medicalization, policing, and social movements. In studying the body and embodiment, we will draw 
from interdisciplinary literatures, especially feminist and queer theory. By the end of the course, you should have the 
tools to identify how bodies are situated in social relations, how attention to bodies can inform and enhance our 
understanding of power and inequality, and you will have the opportunity to apply theories of body and embodiment 
to a topic of interest to you. 
 

Approaches to Feminist Scholarship in the Humanities (WGS 601, 3 credits) 
Valerie Traub 
What is feminist scholarship and how is it done? And what does it mean to claim that scholarship is feminist? This 
course explores these questions through comparative analysis of scholarship by feminists working in disciplines 
across the humanities and social sciences. In addition, we consider the relations between theory and method as that 
plays out in different disciplines. We examine fundamental topics in feminist research, including the politics of 
knowledge production, forms of evidence, connections between lived experience, identity politics, and claims making. 
The overall goal of the course is to help graduate students enrich their own scholarship through a deeper 
understanding of varieties of feminist methodologies. 
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School of Music, Theatre & Dance Courses 
(cross-listed courses already included under LSA not repeated) 
 
Undergraduate Level (100-400) 
Introduction to Dance - Chinese Folk (DANCE 100.004, 1 credit) 
Duoduo Wang 
Introductory studio dance courses provide instruction in technical and creative aspects of a variety of dance genres. 
Each section under this course listing is devoted to a different dance genre. Section/genres include: 
contemporary/modern dance; ballet; jazz; hip hop; and special topics such as dance improvisation. IN each of these 
sections, principles of alignment, rhythmic and spatial awareness, dynamic, flexibility, and strength are investigated 
as foundations for freedom of expression. Very brief reading and writing assignments, as well as performance and 
video viewing and analysis, inform the work in the studio. Courses culminate in the sharing of technical 
accomplishments and creative work. 
 
Introduction to Dance - West African (DANCE 100.006, 1 credit) 
Imani Ma’At Taylor 
This class will be remote with students taking class virtually over Zoom, while the instructor streams synchronously 
from the studio. In this course, we will uncover the history, context, and techniques of several West-African rhythms 
and dances that derive from the African civilizations associated with the people of modern-day Ghana, Guinea, Mali, 
and Senegal. Throughout the semester, we will focus on the polyrhythmic nature of the dances, songs, rhythms, 
folklore traditions, customs, and music. Together, as we journey throughout the entirety of this course, we will grow to 
develop a deeper understanding and appreciation of West-African music, dance, and culture. 
 
Introduction to Dance - Healing Dance and Drum Circle (DANCE 100.007, 1 credit) 
Imani Ma’At Taylor 
Depending upon final enrollment in class and social distancing requirements, students will have alternating days of 
in-person and remote instruction to safely accommodate class size. We will sing, we will dance, we will make our own 
music, and beat our own drums utilizing common household items that are often overlooked. Together we will share 
our voices, ideas, and dances we create as we offer them to the community we cultivate together. Healing Dance 
Sessions is a course that brings the intention and concept of ritual into multiple contexts to embrace student points of 
view. This improvisational dance class is designed to get us up and moving while we cultivate healing movement that 
can be comforting during troubling times. The purpose of this course is to provide students with the essential tools 
that can be useful in creating safe dance spaces as we figure out how to move through the unknown and 
unpredictable. 
 

Introduction to Dance - Intro to Voguing (DANCE 100.013, 1 credit) 
J’Sun Howard 
Introductory studio dance courses provide instruction in technical and creative aspects of a variety of dance genres. 
Each section under this course listing is devoted to a different dance genre. Section/genres include: 
contemporary/modern dance; ballet; jazz; hip hop; and special topics such as dance improvisation. IN each of these 
sections, principles of alignment, rhythmic and spatial awareness, dynamic, flexibility, and strength are investigated 
as foundations for freedom of expression. Very brief reading and writing assignments, as well as performance and 
video viewing and analysis, inform the work in the studio. Courses culminate in the sharing of technical 
accomplishments and creative work. 
 
Africanist Traditions (DANCE 348, 3 credits) 
Robin Wilson 
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BLACK MUSIC MATTERS: MUSIC, RACE, SOUL, COSMOS (Jazz 454.004/554.004 
2 credits) 
Ed Sarath 
Black Music Matters: Music, Race, Soul, Cosmos explores dimensions of the racial justice imperative that are rarely 
broached in the academy yet spawn important ramifications for the future of education and society. Guided by a 
framework called “Integral Jazz Mysticism,” the class probes the spiritual core of a black aesthetic as embodied in 
Black American Music (BAM)—arguably our nation’s seminal cultural achievement and contribution to world culture. 
 
Open to all graduate and undergraduate students in SMTD and across the U-M: No musical background—formal or 
otherwise—required. (Non-music majors welcome!).Permission of instructor required: Please send brief description of 
your background and interests (including year and major) to sarahara@umich.edu. 
 
Intro World Music (MUSICOL 122, 3 credits) 
Charles Lwanga 
This course is an introduction to world soundscapes and cultures through the lens of ethnomusicology -the study of 
music in the context of culture. The course emphasizes the meanings of particular music to the people who practice 
them. By investigating the music of a variety of the world’s cultures, this course enhances critical reflection upon 
multiple views of world soundscapes. We will draw attention to the ways in which religious, political, and economic 
factors shape various identities among performers and music participants. Positioning varying music traditions within 
a broader context of postcolonial, technological, as well as transnational development, we will critically analyze the 
ever-changing balance between traditional and modern ideas of music – in systems of learning, performance 
techniques, as well as ways of writing and recording music. 
 
Introduction to Popular Music (MUSICOL 123, 3 credits) 
Charles Hiroshi Garrett 
MUSICOL 123 offers a broad survey of 20th-century popular music, exploring a diverse set of genres from the Tin 
Pan Alley era to the present. The course places the musical conventions, significant performers, and aesthetic shifts 
that mark the history of popular music in social, cultural, technological, and musical context. Designed to develop 
listening and analytical skills, the course aims to help students understand, describe, interpret, and write about 
popular music. 
 
History of Music - African Soundscapes (MUSICOL 345, 3 credits) 
Charles Lwanga 
This course is designed to introduce students to the conceptualization of soundscapes in general, and African 
soundscapes in particular. Through weekly readings, discussions, lectures, as well as listening and viewing 
assignments, we will examine how African soundscapes have constituted ways of being and knowing the world. We 
will critically examine the historical, social/cultural, as well as economic forces that have shaped the cartography of 
African soundscapes. Using a music/cultural analytical model as employed in ethnomusicology, we will analyze 
music, both traditional and contemporary, as a basis of understanding how sound idioms are put together to create 
systems of knowing and being. Students with a background in music, anthropology, sociology, African/Africana 
studies, performance studies, history, gender studies, or philosophy are welcome. 
 
Classical Music of North India (MUSICOL 405/505, 3 credits) 
Inderjit Kaur 
In this course, we will study the classical and light-classical forms of North Indian music. Along with an explication of 
the melodic and rhythmic systems, instruments, and performance genres, we will critically engage with some 
socio-cultural aspects of this tradition, focusing on issues of embodiment and subjectivity formation in training, 
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transmission, and performance. Through listening, reading, discussion, writing, and analysis, we will gain technical 
knowledge as also an understanding of this music in its historical, socio-cultural, and political contexts. 
 
Everyday Musicology (MUSICOL 406.004, 3 credits) 
Christi-Anne Castro 
This remote course envisions musicology as a flexible and relevant frame for music in everyday life. What skills and 
knowledge can we harness to better understand music of the past and present that we encounter in the current 
moment? Throughout the semester we will research and think critically about music that moves us and that we 
interact with through social movements, politics, negotiations of identity, the marketplace, and more. In doing so, we 
will expand preconceived notions about musicology to include myriad genres of music as well as applied and 
public-facing work. 
 
Latinx Music in the US (MUSICOL 407.002, 3 credits) 
Juan Fernando Velasquez 
The popularity of musicians like Richie Valens, Gloria Estefan, Ricky Martin, Selena Quintanilla, or Broadway’s 
phenomena In the Heights and Hamilton are examples of Latinx’s significant contributions to American music and 
culture. Latinx population also has been one of the principal drivers of demographic growth in the United States 
during the last several decades, accounting for half of the national population growth since 2000. However, Latinx 
people’s histories and experiences are often absent from area studies and even omitted from musicological and 
historical discussions. This course introduces the myriad of histories beneath the music that Chicano, Puerto Rican, 
Caribbean, and other Latinx communities have brought to the United States through a selection of materials including 
short readings, recordings, films, and documentaries. Such an approach brings together issues like ethnicity, race, 
and gender by presenting topics like the insertion of Latinx music in the American recording industry and Cinema; the 
Caribbean migration and the impact of Afro-Caribbean music in the 40s, 50s, and 60s; the role of music in the 
Chicano social movement; and the reconfiguration of Latinx identity through music during the late twentieth and early 
twentieth-first centuries. 
 
Music, Race and Ethnicity (MUSICOL 407.003, 3 credits) 
Charles Hiroshi Garrett 
This upper-level undergraduate seminar explores the relationship between music, race, and ethnicity as applied to 
and expressed by music of the United States. Course material ranges widely, from the music of blackface minstrelsy 
to broader issues of racial/ethnic representation in music to popular genres of the twenty-first century. Course 
readings will draw on theoretical, historical and musical discussions of race and ethnicity, writings on exoticism and 
orientalism, whiteness studies, and critical race theory. 
 
Music in Eastern Europe & Russia (MUSICOL 408, 3 credits) 
Mackenzie Pierce 
Students will approach classical and popular music through the lens of the cultural and historical context of Eastern 
Europe and Russia from approximately 1800 to the present. Major themes include the relation between music and 
national identity, political ideologies, social upheaval, and technological change. We will study composers including 
Chopin, Bartók, Bacewicz, Pärt, and Gubaidulina and explore genres such as hip hop, jazz, disco, and pop. 
 
19-20th Century Opera (MUSICOL 414, 3 credits) 
Gabriela Cruz 
A history of opera after 1800, addressing the entanglement of the artform with western modernity. The course centers 
on the study of a chosen repertory, exploring the ways in which operatic music and song function as significant media 
for the articulation of subjectivity, gender, identity, as well as history, memory, morality, truth, myth, music itself, and 
the value of art. This year, we will explore alternative historiography of early nineteenth-century opera accounting for 
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its uses in colonial and newly independent, slave-state of Brazil after 1821; additionally, we will dedicate the final 
weeks of the course to studying the constitutive role of race in the enterprise of opera in twentieth-century America. 

 
Graduate Level (500 and above) 
Special Course - Music History and Musicology (MUSICOL 508.003, credits) 
Joseph Lam 
This course introduces students to kunqu, the classical opera of 21st century China. Declared in 2001 a UNESCO 
Masterpiece of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Mankind, the 600 years old genre of Chinese performing arts 
entertains with dramatic stories, literary lyrics, flowing melodies, and elegant dances, stimulating audience reactions 
about human joy and suffering. This course unfolds in three stages. The first part surveys the history and 
expressive-performance features of the genre. The second part examines in detail several masterpieces (scenes), 
such as "Zither Seduction," "Strolling in the Garden and Dreaming of the Beloved," "Killing the Warlord-Bridegroom," 
and "Escorting Lang Jing Home." The third part examines the ways kunqu becomes a discourse of Chinese culture, 
history and identities in 21st century and global contexts. Students will have opportunities to learn to sing and dance 
kunqu expressions from visiting master performers from China. 
 
Sound, Senses, Affect (MUSICOL 605, 3 credits) 
Inderjit Kaur 
In this seminar, we will bring insights from sound studies, sensory studies, and affect studies into our discussion of 
music, focusing in particular on how this intersection illuminates our understanding of issues of aesthetics and ethics. 
What is gained, and what lost, if we expand our consideration of music to the broader category of sound? What are 
the sensory dimensions of musical performance and listening, and how does a recognition of the complexity of the 
sensory experience advance our awareness of the ways value is attached to music? How does attention to music as 
an affective practice elucidate the process of meaning and knowledge making? Through conversations animated by 
such interrelated questions, this course will aim to enhance our knowledge of the social, cultural, and political impacts 
of music. 
 
Stamps School of Art & Design 
 
Stamps Lecture Series (ARTDES 160, 1 credit) 
William Burgard 
Students experience live presentations by the most creative minds from around the world every week in the opulent 
environment of the Michigan Theater. The Penny W. Stamps Distinguished Visitors Series brings preeminent artists, 
designers, performers, critics, and theorists who give insight into their biographies, career paths, and ideas about 
contemporary practice. Visit the Stamps website to see the list of outstanding artists presenting this semester. 
http://stamps.umich.edu/stamps/ 

Social Spaces: The Role of Artists, Designers, and Citizens (ARTDES 203, 3 credits) 
Melanie Manos / Emilia White 
This course explores the ways in which artists, designers, and citizens work within the public sphere. Students gain 
an understanding of socially engaged art and design practice while learning approaches and skills essential to 
community engagement work. Partnering with U-M Edward Ginsberg Center and a local organization on a 
community-based art and design project, students define opportunities for their creative practice to positively impact 
society while broadening their perspectives of people and the world around them. Coursework includes lectures, 
class exercises, response papers, discussions, and collaborative projects. By the end of the semester, students have 
a fuller awareness of the role that artists, designers and citizens have in transforming communities and contributing to 
the greater public good. Sophomore Standing is required in order to take this course. 
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Interarts Performance Forum (INTPERF 160.1, 1 credit) 
Holly Hughes 
Interarts Performance Forum is a one credit experiential course aimed at fostering creative community and 
collaboration within the BFA program. The course serves as a laboratory for students to synchronize their skills and 
interests in the visual and performing arts in the creation and production of new and original work. Students have the 
opportunity to work with visitors, take special field trips, and explore interdisciplinary arts making outside of the 
institution. 
 
Creative Process (UARTS 250.1, 4 credits) 
Nick Tobier 
Creative Process is a course in which students are encouraged, in an interdisciplinary way, to explore processes of 
creativity. Activities are organized around a series of two-week hands-on workshops, weekly colloquia, and a final 
project, all of which are designed as opportunities to learn and practice---and even get good at---being creative in all 
sorts of ways in all kinds of situations. Aptitudes like empathy, storytelling, and experiencing awe are fostered, along 
with the ability to identify opportunities where none are apparent and the courage to make and share things that are 
beautiful and joyful. A team of five faculty from four different UM schools works closely with students to illustrate how 
thinking and working creatively bring greater productivity, accomplishment, meaning, and richness to life, academic, 
professional and personal.  
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